
Retirement / Investment 
statement Labeling 
Instructions



Evaluation Set Requirements

In order to do fair and thorough evaluation of the model, the evaluation set should take the following 

dimensions into consideration 

1. Revisions: Documents should be in English for all revisions.

2. Size: It is recommended to have 500+ documents for each evaluation set.

3. Template Diversity: The documents should be diverse, e.g. different templates, issue year, 

different sources… etc.

4. Value Diversity: Documents should capture all possible values. 

5. Handwritten: It is preferred to separate handwritten documents from typed ones (i.e. have 2 

separate evaluation sets) and report metrics for each.



Processor Version

These instructions are specific for Retirement/Investment Statement 
Processor version:

“Google default”



Field Description Occurrence Type Base Type

account_number Account Number of the client OPTIONAL_MULTIPLE string

account_type Account Type of the client OPTIONAL_MULTIPLE string

client_address Address of the client OPTIONAL_MULTIPLE address

client_name Name of the client OPTIONAL_MULTIPLE string

deposit_amount Amount deposited by the client for the current period OPTIONAL_MULTIPLE money

ending_balance Balance ending in the account for the current period OPTIONAL_MULTIPLE money

financial_institution_name Name of the Financial Institution OPTIONAL_ONCE string

starting_balance Starting balance in the account for the current period OPTIONAL_MULTIPLE money

statement_end_date End date of the statement OPTIONAL_ONCE datetime

statement_start_date Start date of the statement OPTIONAL_ONCE datetime

withdrawal_amount Amount withdrawn by the client for the current period OPTIONAL_MULTIPLE money

financial_institution_address Address of the Financial Institution OPTIONAL_ONCE address

withdrawal_source Name of a withdrawal source for the current period OPTIONAL_MULTIPLE string

deposit_source Name of a deposit source for the current period OPTIONAL_MULTIPLE string

fbo_itf_or_trust_indicator Trust Indicator OPTIONAL_MULTIPLE string

Entity List
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Note: the 
financial 
institution here is 
Fidelity 
Investments and 
not Two West 
Advisors (which 
is just a financial 
advisor).

So the address 
above should 
NOT be labeled.
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Note: the account_type below should be “401K Tax
Deferred Savings Plan” but we do not have a way 
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Deposits and Withdrawals Rules and Examples (1/2)

Labeling of deposits and withdrawals sources, amounts and dates should follow certain rules:

1- Only totals should be labeled for a given category of deposits or withdrawals.  In other words, a table 

with individual transactions (e.g. stock purchases or selling, dividends received or reinvested, specific 

bank deposits received, etc.) should only have totals labeled (typically the last row and bold rows). (See 

Examples 3->6). 

2- Only columns or rows related to the total account should be labeled. If withdrawals and deposits are 

provided for sub-accounts or for specific funds or stocks, they should not be labeled.



Deposits and Withdrawals Rules and Examples (2/2) 

Deposit Source Examples
Deposits
Additions
Company Match
Safe harbor match
ACH
Wire
Electronic Transfer
Funds Received
Credits
Interest
Dividends
Total Credits
EFT
Loan Repayment
Salary Deferral
Net Contributions
Net Cash flow (inflows/outflows)
Securities transferred in/out
Change in Market Value
Gains / Losses

Withdrawal Source Examples
Withdrawals
Fees
Expenses
Fees/Expenses
Administrative fees
Substractions
Commission
Trading Fees
Advisory
Electronic Transfer
ACH
Wire
Debits
Total Debits
EFT funds
Loan maintenance fee
Net Contributions
Net Cash flow (inflows/outflows)
Securities transferred in/out
Change in Market Value
Gains / Losses

Special Convention

For "Net Contributions", "Net Cash 
flow", "Securities transferred in/out", 
"Change in market value", etc. it can be 
a Deposit OR a Withdrawal:

● If the amount is negative or 
between brackets: "$ -100", 
"(100)" etc.
-> Label as withdrawal.

● If the amount is positive or 0:
-> Label as deposit.

● If the amount is empty:
-> Label the source as deposit.



Confidential + Proprietary

● Balances and Amounts should always be for the total account value. So the second column 
should be labeled and not the first.

Deposits and Withdrawals - Example 1
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Confidential + Proprietary

deposit_source deposit_amount

Deposits and Withdrawals - Example 2

withdrawal_source
withdrawal_amount

● Balances should always be for the total and not for individual stocks or funds.
starting_balance

ending_balance



Confidential + Proprietary

deposit_amount
deposit_source

Deposits and Withdrawals - Example 3
● Only label totals of deposits/ withdrawals transaction tables (typically the last row and bold text).



Confidential + Proprietary

deposit_source deposit_amount

Deposits and Withdrawals - Example 4
● Only label totals of deposits/ withdrawals transaction tables (typically the last row and bold text).



Confidential + Proprietary

withdrawal_source
withdrawal_amount

Deposits and Withdrawals - Example 5
● Only label totals of deposits/ withdrawals transaction tables (typically the last row and bold text).



Confidential + Proprietary

Deposits and Withdrawals - Example 6
● Only the total of securities bought and sold should be labeled.

withdrawal_source withdrawal_amount

client_name

account_number account_type



Confidential + Proprietary

deposit_source

withdrawal_source

deposit_amount

withdrawal_amount

Deposits and Withdrawals - Example 7

ending_balance

starting_balance



Confidential + Proprietary

withdrawal_source withdrawal_amount

tax_payment_amount

Deposits and Withdrawals - Example 8

ending_balance

starting_balancestatement_start_date

statement_end_date



General Labeling 
Instructions



Occurrence Type

There are 4 occurrence types which restricts the number of annotations for each entity:

- OPTIONAL_ONCE: Entity can be present zero or multiple times but should have one unique value.

- OPTIONAL_MULTIPLE: Entity will appear zero or multiple times and with different values.

- REQUIRED_ONCE: Entity can be present once or multiple times but should have one unique value.

- REQUIRED_MULTIPLE: Entity will appear once or multiple times and with different values.

Important: always label every single occurrence of every entity, regardless of the 

occurrence type and even if the different occurrences have the same value. 



Optical Character Recognition (OCR) Errors

Drawing bounding boxes around entities will automatically populate a text captured through OCR 

(Optical Character Recognition). In some cases, the captured text is not accurate and doesn’t reflect what 

is on the page, especially for documents that are blurry or of low resolution. These values should be 

corrected manually through “Value” input text.



Bounding Box Annotation

Bounding boxes should fit the correct text as much possible:

- Avoid overlapping bounding boxes. This can be tricky when values are close to each other.

- Avoid oversized boxes which incorporates background artifacts such as table borders.

Incorrect Annotation:
Bounding boxes are overlapping

Correct Annotation Incorrect Annotation:
Bounding boxes oversized

Example 1 Example 2 Example 3



Case Sensitivity

DocAI evaluation is case sensitive and can affect the final evaluation. While annotating please be aware 

to fix any casing issues generated by OCR. 

Examples:

- “yes” != “Yes”

- “no” != “No”



Money

For money entries the annotation bounding box and value text should include the currency if present on 

the document.

If the document contains currency with no values, then annotations could be omitted, as shown in the 

example on the bottom right.



Empty Values

In general statement_end_date  is optional, if the value does not exist in the form then there is no need to 
label it. In the example below, it should not be annotated since there is no value present in the 
designated field (see red box).


